ELPNO is an immersive, weeklong program. Participants will...

» Attend daily workshops led by thought leaders and practitioners;

» Engage in problem-solving scenarios;

» Explore patterns and trends within the nonprofit sector;

» Build personal leadership skills; and

» Deepen professional networks by joining the impressive cadre of ELPNO alumni.

Tuition for the weeklong program is $3000 and includes lodging for five nights, meals, and materials.

For more detailed information, visit: www.elpno.org

REGISTRATION DEADLINE: NOVEMBER 15, 2019
ELPNO participants have a passion to serve the community and are...

- Senior or emerging leaders of nonprofit organizations
- Board members or lead volunteers who want to learn more about nonprofit leadership

ELPNO offers up close and personal learning experiences on topics of importance to nonprofit leaders.

**IS ELPNO RIGHT FOR YOU?**

**2020 SCHEDULE**

- **Sunday**: Opening session: Understanding the nonprofit environment
- **Monday**: Strategic leadership in the nonprofit sector
  - **Tuesday**: Stewardship: Governance & financial leadership
  - **Wednesday**: Resource development strategies; nonprofit leadership circle
  - **Thursday**: Effective personal leadership
  - **Friday**: Tying it all together

**ELPNO GRADUATES SPEAK**

- “ELPNO provided me with strategies, connections, and tools to take me to the next step as a nonprofit executive.”
- “I gained so much from cross-collaboration, with so many experts in one room.”
- “I liked the rigorous and balanced curriculum with outstanding industry leaders in an approachable setting.”
- “ELPNO helped me clarify the path I wanted to take in my career.”
- “Great aha! moments. I discovered a new way of thinking.”